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OCAIUSPS-T24-5.
describe
AFCS.

(a)

Please

refer to your testimony

how a mail piece with a nonstandard

at page 20, lines 23-30.

You

aspect ratio might not be culled by an

(Please consult witness Kingsley if necessary.)
When you refer to a piece that may end up on its side rather than its long edge,
are you referring to “square”
1.3?

pieces-i.e.,

pieces with an aspect ratio less than

If not, please explain why a piece with an aspect ratio greater than 2.5

would be likely to end up on its side.

(4

Please

confirm

that perfectly

square

pieces

(aspect

ratio of 1.0) should

properly faced 50 percent of the time simply by chance.

be

If you do not confirm,

please explain.

(4

Please confirm that pieces with an aspect ratio between
properly

faced more than 50 percent

propensity

such pieces have less

to “tumble” than perfectly square pieces and therefore are more likely

to be properly faced.

(4

of the time-i.e.,

1 .O and 1.3 should be

If you do not confirm, please explain.

Please describe the specific operations

and pieces of equipment

where a piece

with an aspect ratio of less than 1.3 would be likely to “tumble.”

C=)

Please provide an estimate of the proportion

of pieces with an aspect ratio less

than 1.3 that are properly faced and canceled by AFCSes.

(9

Please

provide

an estimate

of the proportion

of pieces that are nonstandard

solely because of an aspect ratio less than 1.3.

OCANSPS-T24-6.
witnesses

Please

refer to Attachment

Kingsley or Pafford if necessary.)

USPS-T-24B.

(Please

consult
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-3.

Please describe

precisely how the nonstandard

volumes by shape of First Class

single piece mail are estimated.

(b)

Is a First Class piece that is nonstandard
than 1.3 just as likely to be counted

solely because

its aspect ratio is less

as other nonstandard

pieces?

Please

explain how equal likelihood is ensured.

(4

Are nonstandard

First Class pieces identified by RPW solely on the basis of the

postage they pay? By measurement?

(4

Do the proportions

of nonstandard

How are they identified?
First Class pieces by shape found in AFCS

reject bins match the RPW proportions

of nonstandard

pieces by shape?

Please

explain the basis for your response.

63

Please

explain

how the estimates

of under

provided in response to interrogatory

(9

OCANSPSBg

Please provide a version of your Appendix
proportions
shaped
Class

of and downflow

densities

pieces that enter automation
letter-shaped

automation

pieces

with

and over payment

of postage

are made.

I, pages 34-35, that reflects the actual
for nonstandard

(i) First Class

letter-

mail flows from the AFCS and (ii) First

an aspect

mail flows from the AFCS.

ratio

less than

If you cannot

1.3 that

provide

enter

a complete

response to this request, please provide all input data you can and state whether

the estimates of nonstandard letter-shaped First Class unit cost would increase
or decrease

(cl)

if full data were available.

Please explain why the cost difference
reasonable

proxy for the additional

between

CRA SP flats and letters is a

costs of nonstandard

First Class flats and
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Please provide a version of Part B of Attachment

USPS-TZ4B

that

uses the unit costs from LR-I-91.
(h)

Please provide a version of Part B of Attachment

USPS-T-24B

costs from LR-I-91 and reflects the actual proportions
for pieces that enter automation
complete

response

or mechanization.

to this request,

participants

If you cannot

densities
provide

a

First Class unit cost would increase or

if full data were available.

CERTIFICATE
I hereby

of and downflow

please provide all input data you can and

state whether the estimate of nonstandard
decrease

that uses the unit
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of record in this proceeding

in accordance

with section
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